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INTRODUCTION 

In Apr1l 1970 the Council created th~ Fast React~r Coordinating 

Committee. (FRCC) with the mandate "to work out and implement plans for 

coordination and cooperation on the broadest possible scale between . . 
the va rious programmes oy means of the most suitable procedures and ' 

to make any helpful . suggest .ion in this connection"<.*> 

Part of the work of the Committee is executed by Working Groups. 

One of the se is the Worki·rig Group "Codes and Standards"(WGC~)~ which 

w ~ s se t up iri 1974 ~nd whose terms ·of reference included: 

-t o dr ;nJ un , a lbt' of · the construction codes, standards and n•gulation' 

in force in the Member States with regard to component design criteria 

and the choice of ~tructural materials, their use ahd the i r control 

for operating conditions in sodium cooled fast reactors; 

- to define the points of similarity and analyse the problems relating 

to points of disstmilarity; 

' - to define the fields in which addit~onal theoretical or experimental 

d~t~ arc required. 

At the end of 1977 the Working Group "Codes and Standards" 

. cone luded a f _i r st .. 
important phase of its work . by making a full report of its ' activiti~s 

• < 

to the Fast Reactor Coordinating Committee. The WGCS organized its investiga-

tions into four main headings, namely: 

manufacturing standards and quality control 

- structural analys~s and design · calculations 

mo~tf.• ials 

c l :J~S i.f-i cJt ion of components. 

In its report to the FRC.c, the WGCS produced a qualitative comparison 

of codes and standards for fast reactors and identified points of ' - . . 

similarity and dissimilarity between Member States. ·It also outlined a t 

oro~romme for future work aimed at a detailed evaluation and quantification 
I 

of the:- points of similarity and dissimilarity. Such evaluation could form 

th,, h .1;.is for a sub :;equent progressive elimination of the dissimil.Jriti<'s. 

(~I -1'/ t' .-.f,//') (ATO 50) 
.I • 
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The FRCC considered the report of the W~CS at its meeting of 7/12/77 and 

' I 

expressed an opinion whose full text isfappended as Annex 1. ~n its opinion 

the FRCC: 

- broadly approved th~ programme of fu~~re wor~ proposed by the WGCS 
~ ~· 

- adjusted the mandate of the WGCS in otder to allow it to proceed with 

the above programme; 

requested tha national organizationstto contribute as efficiently as 

possible to the activities of the wG¢~; 
) 

i tv ited the Commission to take suitable initiatives to obtain the 

necessary support for the future activities of the WGCS. 

The proposed Community attions are consistent with the prog~amme of 
also.to be seen 

work outlined by the WGCS. These actions aret1n tn~ framework of the 

Communication to the Council entitled "The fast breeder option in the 

Community contect - Justifications, Achievements, Problems and Action 
. ,(*) Perspect1ves • 

On the other hand the Council Resolution of 2~/~/75<••>on the 

technological problems of nuclear safety is also relevant. In fact, the 

Council received a first communication on the activity of the Commission 

in the field of Codes and Standards for Fast Reactors with the first . , 
- <•••> . progress report . , ~transmltted in compliance with point 8 of ·the above 

Resolution. ~ I r 

C•>coMC77)361 final. Chapter 4~ item <1~> 
( 

I 

· C••>ECJO NO C.1~5 of 14/8/75 

(***) 
. _ COMC77>168 fjnal, par. ·2.2. 
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2. OBJECTIVES, SCOPE AND JUSTIFI!ATION OF COMMUNITY ACTION 

I '• 
The objective of the Community Programme is to enable industr~ to 

. proceed' towards establishing a f·t'rm _techni.cal basis upon which a prog-ressive 

elimination of dissimilarities on Codes and Standards for components whicn 

are specific to Liquid Metal Fast Breed~r Reactor s (LM'FBRs) can t_ake· place. 

Special LMFBRs components are those non-replaceable ~omponents which are 

or can b~ in contact with the liquid metal, its vapour or ·blanket ~azes. 

The assurance of structural in~egrity · of components plays an important 

part in achieving overall safety and econo~y in the construction of the plant 

and in its exploitation. Only when such st~uctu~al integrity can. be 

assured for adequately long periods of time, the plant can be ·considered 

coinmerci a t'ly vi able. 

Wh~lst it is important that Codes and Standards are not frozen in advance 

of technological developments and of the commercial demonstration, it i~ . 
ne~ertheless necessary to ' initiate now the process of quantitative techni-

cal evaluation and comparison. 

Only matters of ·technical consideration are involved. The implications 

of any national legal ~equirements that may be applied- to special L~FBR 

components ·will only become clear when the t ·echnical bases have been 

compared. 

Within the span' of time which is concerned by this proposal (1979-1983> 

, the envisaged progr,amme. would consist mainly in work involving qualified 

expert manpower, although some supporting experimental evidence would have · 

to be generated towards'the ·latter half of this period . 

The Commissi~n believe~ that this programme should be contracted mainly 

to industry <reactor design and construction co~an ies , component and 

materials manufacturers, an~ ~lectric utilities). 

./. 
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3. Past achievements and content of the proposed programme of work 

As already mentioned, the past work of the WGCS has been organized 

acco ·ding to four main headings, i.e.: 

- mar.ufacturing standards and quality · control 

- structural analysis .and design calculations 

materials 

classification of components. 

The long range goals against which the necessity of future work has 

been assessed are the following: 

(i) It should eventually be possible for the regulatory authority of 

a Member State to accept as being structurally sound a component 

licensed by the regulatory authority of another Mem~er State, without 

substantial modification or additional restrtction other than as 

dictated by the site; and 
.I 

(ii) It should eventually be possible for an etectric utility to accept 

as sufficiently r.eliable a component accepted by the electric· 

utility of another Member State without substantial modification 

or additional restriction other than as dictated by the site~ 

-In what follows brief description of the results achieved up to now 

and of the proposed items of programme are given according to 

each area. The programme covers the period 1/1/79 to 31/12/83. 

3.1. Manufacturing Standards and Quality Control . 

3.1.1. ~~bj~y~~~~!~ 

. ' A document, the "Code Qua lite" prep a red . for . the 

const ru ction of Super-Phen~x has been used as the fra~ework for investiga

tions ; Using this document, more than thirty separate manufacturing 

operations have been selected. · T.he interrelation of activities, such as 

tests on purcha~ed material, preparation of the work, execution of the 

work, .tests on completion of the work has been identified for each operation. 

· The practice adopted by each member State on each activity has been determined. 

·'· 
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. It has then been established where practices are id~ntical in detail, where they 

are similar and have the same intent and where they differ significantly. It . 

has been found that in a majority of cases, the national practices examined 
* are either identical or •how similarity. However, a subst~ntial · number of 

points of significant difference exist • 

~ 

The priority task is an evaluation and quantification of the points of 

difference which have ~een disclosed. Eval~ation necessitates discov~ring the 

basis ' for the differences as applied to special LMFBR components and the 

importance of the differences for various components and various conditions 
' 

of use. The second •task is to extend the list of manufacturing_.operations 

which should be considered· •. 

The work will include~ 

1. A listing of practices which could be accepted as equivalent, together 

with ~statem~nt~ about the ranges of conditions a~~applications within 

the equivalence could be accepted. 
1 

. 2. A short list of differenc~s in practi.ce which w.ill require resolution. 

3. Work tending to resolve the most significant c:Mfferences • . '( ... _ . 

3.2~ Structural Analysis and Design Calculations 

3.2.1. ~~bi£Y~~~D!~ 

· It · has been found that Member States do not have identified nationaJ 

Codes which have been developed specifically for LMFBR components. It has ;,lso 

been found that there is agreement among ~~perts that the· field of 

components operating at elevated temperatures presents that of the greatest 

difficulty. This field has therefore been ~ccorded priority . ~n th~ reported · 
. ' 

investigati'Ons. In this field the only published set ·of design rules is 

contained in A ; s.M~E. Coc!e Case 1592(*! which is ~sed to a limite~ extent in 

Europe. However, because many of the rules are questionable, ~and some of the 

procedur,es are di_fficult to apply, the code case is nowhe r e completely adopted, 

and is supplemented or replaced by other design methods and design criteri~. ' 

( *) The A . S i f M h . l E 1 (A SM E) h d l d mer1can oc ety or ec an1ca ng reers as eve ope a 
design code for boilers and pressure vessels, which permits the design and 
calculation 'of pressur e vessels and circuits up to 450°C. The ASM E code 
case 1592 propo$eS rules and methods to extend this code in . the t emperature 
reqion above 450°C; which' is. a region of interest for several component 5 
for :;odium cooled fa5t breeder reactors. 

• I • 



The problem facing the designer~owners and ·Licensing authorities is 

that of demonstrating the integrity of components over their whole working . 
life, despite the time dependent deg~adation of ' material properties such 

as those due to · the h-lgh temperature. 

1. Detailed information exchanges on problems, design methods and design 

:: riteria. Topics for detailed evaluation will be selected on a continuing 

basis and status reports issued.In addition to the high temperature class 
<•> I components which have been the main topic of discussion so far, future 

(*' considerations will include design rules for the low temperature C.lass I ' 
(*) (*) 

components, as well as Class 2 and Class .3 components • 

2. Computational investigations, partly to check the adequacy of the various 

programmes which are used,and partly to provide information in a number 

of problem areas. 

3. Analysis of previous experience of ~tructural performance of components 

in demonstration plant and large sodium test loops, to ·establish the 

adequacy with which proposed design procedures· predicted integrity. 

4. Pooling of materials data from programmes of work carried out for specific 

reactor projects. There is; in addition, need for jointly available 

ref~rence tests to es~ablish long ' term behaviour, especially of ~elds. 

3.3. Materials 

3.3.1. ~sbj~y~~~D!! 

Selection of material specifications for construction of sp~cial LMFBR 

components lies . in a field particularly strongly influenced by national, 

non-LMFBR experience. 

<•> Class I components ~ components which contain 
t arge amounts of high level radio-active materials. 

Clas!: II components components preventing the consequences of· failure 
of class I components or containing less important quantities of radio
active materials. 

Class III components : 
of class II components 

components, preventing the consequences of failure 
or containing low level radio-active materials. 

N.B. This is a preliminary 
Group - see also § 3.4. 

classi1icatjon · components by tne Codes and Standards Working 
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The task undertaken iri this field was to investigate h~H materials are 

selected and ,ap~roved in Community Member States fo~ spe(ifi~ appl ' cntions 

and what range of nomina\ mat~rials is in present or projected use for 

Community LMfBRs. Nine different materials were identified. One of these 

ma~erials, Stainless Steel Typ~ 316, was then selected for a study in greater · 

depth. It was found t~at nine different versions of Stainless Steel type 316 

are in use and that these versions may have very different mec~anical · 

• properties. 

' tt is considered that broad sp~cificaiions do not ~orm a 

satisfactory basis from which 'to achieve the long ~ange goals ·stated at 

par. 3(i) and (ii) • . 

3. 3 •. z ~ £~!~r~_er.29r2!!'!!'~~ 

~ ' 

The next phase of the work should ~e th~ identification of the informa

tion comprfsing both mechanical properties and chemical. composition which 

should be made .ava.ilable so th~t ih future it would be possible l~j~~~~~~lence o1 

materia.t.s compatibly with the long range 'goals stated at par. 3(i> and (ii), 

according to various limitations of use. This required information will 

take into account the intended service~ ·conditiors, ·such as high te~T~perature 

or low temperature. 

This work will include: 

1. ·Listing of materials which could be a~epted as equivalent for specific 

LMFBR components, t?9ether with statements about the ranges ~f conditions 

and applications within wh:fch the equivalence could be accepted • 

. z. Quantitative interpretation of differences in properties of the various 

materials. 

3. Quantitative comparison of material properties derjved from various 

testing techniques. 
' 4. Reference tests on selected mater~als and conditions. 

3.4. Cla~sification of components 
' 

This area of work is mentioned in this proposal only for the sake of 

completeriess. No prbgramme of work involving Community funding is prop6sed •. 

.. 
Clas~ification is the meth?d fo·r making the measures ·taken to ensure 

that failure will be UF:\lif<ely~ consistent with the consequenCeS .of SUCh failure. 
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The reactors Phenix and PFR have been built without a formal 

classificatfon system. Such a system is required in the licensing of SNR 300. 

Saf~ty classi.fication of structural components will be required in future 

for LMFBRs to be built ' in Germany and France . Italy has not as yet plans 

for its own classification system, as far as commercial reactors are concerned, 

but the PEC reactor has been designed in the framework of a classification 

syste m. There are no indications so far that a classification· system will 

.. 

form al ~y be required in the U.K. Detailed comparison of national ' claGsification • 

prac ices was therefore not possible. Accordingly, the most advanced 

available document was taken as a basis for discussion. This document has 

been produced specifically for the construction of Super-Phenix at -Creys

Malville. It has been' adapted in order both to simplify it and to make i.t 

generally applicable to a wider range of LMFBR designs. 

It is considered that the Classification document which will be 

progressively reviewed by the WGCS could eventually be used as a basis for 

a Community classification system for safety and availability of LMFBRs 

structural components •. 

· 4. Financial ressqurces required for the proposed programme 

The programme of work being considered :ios that defined at paragraph 3.1. 2., 

3.2.2. and 3.3.2. It will be executed by contracts. 

The cost of the programm~ is 

estimated at 5 M.e.u.A. Such pr~gramme covers studies and investigations over 

the 5 years (3 M.e.u.A•> dnd supporting experiments over the last 3 years of 

the 5 years period <2 M.E.U.A•. ). 

To this it must be added the cost of personnel and administratjon. 

The total cost of the programme is ther~fore estimated at 5.825 M.E.U.A. 

broken down as follows: 

Cont racts 5 M. E.U.A. 

Pe ~ sonnel 1 grade A, 1 grade B, 1 grade c. 
Personnel expenses 752,000 E.U.A •. 

Administrative cost 73,000 • e.u.A.· 

·'· 
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-. 5. Pr.ogramme Advi·sory Committee 

It is proposed that.the Fast Reactor Coordinating Committee acts as 

Programme Advisory Committee for this prOgramme, with . the assistance c;>f 

its Codes and Standards Working Group. ~ 

'• 
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ANNEXE I 

r~sT R~~CTOR COOROlNATING COMMXTT!! )1/1/78 

OPINION of the FAST REACTOR COORDINATING COMMiTTEE concerning the 

WOR~ING GROUP "CODE~ AND STANDARDS" 

1. The Committee has eJCamined the report of its Working ' Group "Codes. and 

St andards" (doc. XII/607/77). This report presents a prOPosal for its 

. uture activities based on the work of the last two years. 

2; The Committee is of the - opi~ion that the Working Group uCodes •n.d , 

Standards" has very well fulfilled it s mandate, given to it in 1974-

by producing a qualitat-ive corrcarison of cooes al"d standards 1or fa~t 

reactors and by identifying the points of s~mil~rity and dissimilarity 

that eJCist between the Member States. 

3. The Committee considers that t he achievement .of these future activities . 
- which aim. at bringing the Member States closer toget~~r regarding 

the methodolog·Y in the field of codes and standards - is a very i-~">"~ ""'t 

element in f~cilitating the eKisting .cooperation in the Comnunity in 

the construction of fast r~actors, taking into account the indu~tri·ll a..,rl 

regulatory r~alities. 

The Fast Reactor Cot)rdinating Committee th'inks it therefore nece~'"···~· 

te enlarge the ~r.andate of th~ Working Group "Codes and Stand~rds" l:' 
' 
a~dirry ·the following clause: 

•• The loiorking Group"Codes and Stanc!ards" shall try to reach a conse .. ·•:-;·;.r 

of views on the evaluation of the points o'f dissimilarity in thf" ~,~ . 1·.1 "'"=Y 

by promoting ~ork which will facilitate such consensus, also ta~i~~ · in:? 

account the contribution the Joint Research Center could make in ~his 

field •. For this purpose it shall propose to the rRCC the neces~a,.y ~~a~ur~s 

and shall keep it in;ormed about the results achieved in view of a 

progressive elimination of these dissimilarities". 

- The Coordination Committee requests the national or~anization' to 

. contribute as etficiently as possible to the execution of th~~e activities. 

The Cocirdinating Committee invites the Commi~sion to take suitable 

initiati ves to obtain the necessary support for the futur~ activities 

of the gro1.0. 

... 
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PROPOSAL ---...... .__.., ......... -
~OR A COUNCIL DECISION ADOPTING . A RESEARCH PROGRAMME FOR THE 

EUROPEAN ENERGY COMMUNITY ON CODES AND STANDARDS FOR FAST BREEDER REACTORS 

(STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY OF COMPONENTS) 

The Council of the European Communities, . 

. ' 
Having regard t ·o the Treaty establishing _ the European Atomic Energy 

Community,''and in particu-lar Article 7 thereof 

I . 

Having regard to ' the proposal from the Commission follow i r1g consultation 

with the Scientific and Technical Committee, 

. 
Having regard to t 'he ·Opinion of the European Parliament, 

Having regard to the Opinion of the Economic and Social Committee. 

Whereas the ' Council adopted . on 2~ July 1975 (1) a Resolution on the 

technological problems of nuclear safety; I · 

Whereas the implementation of a research programme on the structural 

integrity of components for fast br.eeder reactors . is of major i~ortance 
' .· 

in · the development of a safe and reliable react~r concept; 

Whereas the technical bases for a gradual opening up of the market in 

co~onents for this concept should now be lai~ down, 

HAS DECIDED AS FOLLOWS · 

Article 1 

A .research .programme on Codes and Standards for fast breeder reactors as 

set out in the Annex hereto is hereby adopted for a period of five years 

with effeot from 1 Janua;1 1979. 

(1) O.J. NO ' C.185 of 14.8.1975 

. ' 

' -

I 

.1. 
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Article 2 ---
' 

The expenditure commitments required for the implementation of the programme 

are . e st'i mated at · 5 825 000 EUA and the members ·of staff to be assigned 

to thi s project b,y the Commission is set at three. 

~ icle 2 

The programme set out in the Annex may be revised at the end of the second 

year~ in accordance with the appropriate procedures. 

Done at Brussels 

For the Council 

The President 
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INDIRECT NUCLEAR ACTION PROJECT 

RESEARCH ON CODES AND STANDARDS (STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY OF COMPONENTS) FOR 

BREEDER REACTORS 

The aim of t~e programme is to make gradual progress t owa r ds the establist~ 
. ' 

ment of a comprehensive technologica~ base which could be used for the gradJ? l 

eli min at ion o'f di ssi mi larit ies in codes and standards for fa st. breeder reactt·r ' · 

com~onents in the Community. These codes and standards relate to: the structural 

integrity of components. 

The· programme comprises the following points: 

1. Manufacturing standards and quality . codes 

Evaluation and quantifi~ation of dissimilarities. ' 

2. Structural analysis and design codes 

Comparative analysis of design ,met.hods and cri'teria. Computational 

investigations. Analysis of e~perience with the ~tructural behavioui of 

components. . .. 
3. Mated als 

Evaluatiori and quantification of dissimilarities; Reference tests • . 

' ' 

' .I 

I 
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FINANCIAL RECORD 

1. RELEVANT BUDGET HEADING 

Chapter 33 ~Article 3366 

2. ll.TLE OF THE PROJ.ECT 

Codes and Standards for the design, construction and inspection of 

components for sodium-cooled fast reactors. 

3. LEGAL BASIS 

Article 7 of the EAEC Treaty. 

4. OBJECTIVE OF THE PROJECT 

General objective: Creation of the conditions necessary for the growth 

of nuclear industries and promotion of research (Articles 1 and 4 of 

the EAEC Treaty). 

Specific objectiye: Evaluation of the discrepancies between codes and 

standards specific to fast breeder reactors, with a view to the gradual 

elimination of these discrepancies and, therefore, harmonization. 

This objective is in ·accordance with the Council Resolution of 22 July 

1975 on the technical problems of nuclear safety • 

. The structural integrity of fast reactor components is an essential 

factor in the safety of these reactors. 

The intended aim, namely that of preparing the ground for )POSsible 

harmonization, is essentially a Communtty one. The achievement of this 

aim. will help, on the other hand, to provide an equivalen.t and 

satisfactory degree of protection for the public in the various 

countries and, on the other, to open up . the market in components. 

5. FINANCIAL IMP~ICATIONS OF THE PROJECT 

5.0. Total cost for the intended duration of the 

·project: 5 825 000 EUA 

• > 

I· 

'' 
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, 
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s.o.o.o. Chargeable to the , Community budget: 5 

5.0.0.1. Chargeab.le to natio.nal administrations. 

5.0.0.2. Chargeable to other sectors at national .. 

' \ 

··' 
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825 000 EUA, 

Level. 

l 
t 
I 

·: I 
! 

' 

(1) Th~ total sum for expenditure on codes and standards specific to 

fast reactors in the Member States of the Community during the 

period under consideration is far greater than the amount chargeable 
' 

to the Commission for the purpose of this project. Since the . 

s~ecific objective in the context of this limited project is 

essentially of a Community nature (see explanation in se~tion 4), 

it is ~dvisable for this project to be financed in principle 

entirely by the . Community. 

·'· 
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5.0.1. MULTIANNUAL TIMETABLE FOR THE APPROPRIA~ION~ 

· Appropriationsfor commitment in EUA 
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5.0.2. METHOD OF CALCULATION 

I 

XII/535/78 

The requirements were assessed on the b_asis of the following staff 

complement: ' I 

1 Category A offic1al 

1 Category B official ... 

1 Category c off.i cia l. 

In ·addition to this staff complemer:'t, the calcula~ions take ~ccount - . 

of the parameters determined for the _drawing up _of the preliminary draft 

of the budget for the financial year 1979. No increase in purchasing · 

power has been -provided for. Only a change in the correction factor has 

been taken into consideration so as to allow -for the development of the 

overall price level in the Community. 

This covers the cost of travel; missions and the organization of 

meetings. 

Since the nature of the subject and the qua~ifications of the · 

contractors are ·variable, a standard method of calculation cannot be 

established. 

_At all · events, the Advisory Committee on Programme Management would 

be consulted regarding the allotment of appropriations. 

5.1. Implications in respect of revenue 

.1. 
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6. FINANCING 

6.3. Appropriations to be entered under future budgets 

• 

\ . 

. ' 
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